Instant, one-touch group communication

Take field communications to the next level with AT&T Enhanced Push-to-Talk

Offering instant voice communications, highly secure messaging and location services over 3G, 4G, 4G LTE and Wi-Fi, Enhanced Push-to-Talk serves as a powerful collaboration and productivity tool for businesses and governments.

Connect with a next-generation broadband Push-to-Talk solution

- One-to-one and group communications over AT&T and compatible 3G, 4G, 4G LTE or Wi-Fi networks
- For highly secure messaging
- Location tracking
- Certified on an extensive portfolio of rugged and nonrugged devices
- Contact management via the Corporate Admin Tool (CAT)
AT&T Enhanced Push-to-Talk gives your organization a powerful new way to boost communications, making you agile, smarter, integrated and efficient.

**Built for group communication**
- Talk one-to-one or in groups of up to 250 members
- Create lists of up to 1,000 contacts
- Scan and prioritize talkgroups
- Supervisory override

**Integrated Secure Messaging**
- Highly secure Push-to-X (PTX) capability to increase collaboration and productivity
- Send texts, images, videos, PDF files, voice recordings and location to both groups and contacts

**Location Services**
- Automatically track users’ locations
- Share location data and set pins on the map
- Supervisors can track group member’s locations

**Operational support and administrative tools**

**Corporate Admin Tool (CAT)**
- Anytime-anywhere access via web browser
- Create talkgroups, determine priority levels and select avatars for home screen
- Assign talkgroups and permissions for each user

**Integrated Dispatch Console (IDC)**
- Anytime-anywhere access via web browser
- Send, receive and forward highly secure multimedia messages
- Set up geo-fences on each monitored group. Get notified when users go out of range

For more information on AT&T Enhanced Push-to-Talk, contact your AT&T Representative.